
Auto 20/20
Save time and money by automating the most profitable generator of valuations



Auto 20/20 works by pulling your property feed directly into your BriefYourMarket.com system. It then evaluates when the 
status of a property has been changed to SSTC or let subject to contract, and automatically creates a direct mail order to 
target up to 40 of the nearest properties.

This quick and easy web-to-print solution pulls through the property’s main image and street name, as well as your 
agency’s brand colours, branch details and logo.

The campaign is then sent to print and delivered by Royal Mail as business class, which will arrive within 3-5 working days.

Feature overview





Digital and print 20/20 campaigns

Prospected households from 20/20 campaigns are stored within BriefYourMarket.com. Following the send, when an 
address shows up within your CRM as a ‘valuation booked’, these addresses become a prospect and are then reflected 
in the Return on Investment report, enabling you to track business that has been generated from print.

Get an online estimate



Generate more appraisals and instructions

Save valuable time and money by automatically canvassing specific areas when you sell a property or 
have been recently instructed. 

Auto 20/20 offers agents one of the most profitable, efficient and targeted ways to generate more 
appraisals and instructions.



Generate more leads and raise brand awareness

Auto 20/20 also provides an excellent way of showcasing great performance. Including clear call-to-actions within your 
print and digital campaigns helps to drive additional website traffic and increase the size of your database. 

Showcase specific information on your campaigns regarding your properties, such as: viewings, sold price and length 
of time on the market. You can also include links to specific areas on your website. Providing an online estimation, for 
example, is one of the most effective ways to build your database and increase your leads.
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